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Being a President  
Who really needs to know about geography, anyway?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
President Jimmy Carter and National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinksi in the White House  
 

 

A Day in the Life provides archival audio  

and visual information that introduces visitors to 

the activities at the Carter White House on a  

single day: December 11, 1978. The blur of  

meetings, conversations, briefings, and  

personal activities demonstrates how much 

information a President of the United States 

must hold in his (or her!) head at any given 

time.  

Though advisors (Cabinet members,  

National Security Advisors, Ambassadors, etc.)  

 

 

are certainly present to guide the Chief  

Executive toward deeper understanding of  

specific issues, the President must be  

personally able to switch topics of conversation on 

a moment's notice. In the diary entry for this  

date, we see that President Carter goes from a  

Cabinet meeting with an extremely varied  

agenda, to a civil rights-related conversation  

with the NAACP's board of directors, to a  

meeting with a TV star, and a budget  

conversation with the EPA. All of these take  

 

Kindergarten GPS  

SSKG1 - The student will describe  
American culture by explaining 

diverse community and family 

celebrations and customs.  
SSKG2 - The student will explain 

that a map is a drawing of a place  
and a globe is a model of the Earth.  

 

Second Grade GPS  
SS2H1a -Identify the contributions  
made by these historical figures -  
Jimmy Carter (leadership and 

human rights).  
SS2G2 - The student will describe  
the cultural and geographic 

systems associated with the  
historical figures in SS2H1 (Jimmy 

Carter).  

 

Third Grade GPS  
SS3CG1b - Name the three levels of  
government and the three branches 

in each.  
SS3CG1c - State an example of the  
responsibilities of each level and 

branch.  
{Link to geographical distinctions  
between states and country.}  



Pre-Visit Activity #1  
*Review (or introduce,  

depending upon prior  

instruction) the role of the  

President of the United States. 

Explain that Jimmy Carter was 

President of the United States  

in the past, just as President  

Obama is currently our 

President.  

*Explain that when students  

visit the Museum, they will see  

a large exhibit that tells  

everything that President  

Carter did during just ONE day of 

his Presidency.  

*Show students a copy of  

President Carter's diary from 

December 11, 1978 - the day 

shown in the exhibit.  

amount of work he did in a day,  

and the number of different 

people he met.  

*Ask students why President  

Carter's day was so different  

from their own - was it because of 

location (where he lived and  

worked) or for some other  

reason?  

*Ask students to imagine what  

the President (or ruler) of  

another country might do that is  

the same as or different from  

the activities of President  

Carter. What would be different  

based on geography  

(location/climate/etc.)?  

*Remind students that they will  

see a video showing many of the  

Daily Diaries  *Compare this schedule to  events from this day. (Older  
what students do in a day.  students may be able to  
Discuss what time the  recognize specific events  

President woke up, the  discussed in class in the exhibit.)  
Each evening of his  

Presidency, President  

Carter dictated an  Pre-Visit Activity #2  
account of the day's  

events. You can search  

for any day's records  

here. Select a year, and  

then select a month  

and date from the 

calendars.  

Interesting dates  

include:  

- September 17, 1978  

- November 6, 1979 - 

January 12, 1981.  

*Explain that when students  

visit the Museum, they will see  

an exhibit explaining  

everything President Carter did  

during one day of his  

Presidency. (If necessary,  

review that President Carter  

was a President in the past, just  

as President Obama is our  

President today.)  

*Show students a map or globe,  

and help them review the  

location of Georgia, the United 

States, and Washington, D. C.  

Explain that the exhibit will  

show events that took place in  

the White House in Washington,  

D.C.  

*Then, show the locations of  

some of the countries that will 

be discussed in the exhibit. (A  

list is attached.) Explain that  

many of these countries are far 

away, but that the President of 

the United States still has to be  

familiar with them as part of 

his/her job.  

*Review the continent on which  

each country is located, and  

allow students to find the 

countries independently if 

appropriate.  

http://www.jimmycarterlibrary.gov/documents/diary/index.phtml


Teaching Ideas for A Day in the Life  

 

{For Primary Grades Students Visiting the Museum}  

 
 
 

*For primary students, the amount of information contained during  

the multimedia presentation will be overwhelming. Instead of  

expecting students to retain discrete facts, ask them to think about 

one or two of the following questions while they watch and listen:  

~Why do you think the President of the United States has to  

meet with so many different people during a single day?  

~Why do people from all over the world travel to meet with  

the President of the United States?  

~How does the President learn everything s/he needs to know  

about a particular subject?  

~What things did the President do that are similar to what you  

do every day at school?  

~What things did the President do that are similar to what you  

think President Obama has to do today?  

*Upon returning to school, have students draw or write (depending  

upon ability) their answer to one of these questions. Then, have  

them share with a partner to compare their answers. Students could  

also work in groups to create labeled murals that share their 

answers to the questions above.  



*Teachers can then lead students in writing a short job description  

for Presidents as Geographers. Have students list qualifications for  

what Presidents need to know about geography, and what they have  

to do using this knowledge. A sample organizer and completed  

description are attached on the following pages. (This activity is  

particularly appropriate for 2nd and 3rd graders after visiting the Day  

in the Life exhibit.)  

*After seeing the variety of geographic topics that President Carter  

discusses during the Day in the Life exhibit, have students consider  

whether or not they have to be similarly mentally flexible during  

their school day. Create a chart similar to the one pictured below on  

chart paper, and have students use tally marks or sticky notes to  

indicate how often each topic is mentioned during the course of a set  

amount of time - probably one week. (Using sticky notes allows  

children to note how the continent was mentioned.)  

How we mentioned it:  

Africa  

Antarctica  

Asia  

Europe  

N. America S. 

America  



Presidents as Geographers: Job Description  
 

place within a matter of less than 

three hours.  

Information Presidents Need to Know:  
 

 
 

________________________________________________

_______  

________________________________________________

_______ 

________________________________________________

_______ 

________________________________________________

_______ 

________________________________________________

_______ 

________________________________________________

_______ 

________________________________________________

_______  

What Presidents Do with This Information:  

________________________________________________

_______  

________________________________________________

_______ 

________________________________________________



_______ 

________________________________________________

_______ 

________________________________________________

_______ 

________________________________________________

_______  

How Presidents Show What They Know:  

______________________________________________

_______  

______________________________________________

_______ 

______________________________________________

_______  



Presidents as Geographers: Job Description  
(answers are only suggestions)  

 
 
 

Information Presidents Need to Know:  
 

 

*Geography of the United States  

*How weather is different in different places 

*Location of countries on different continents  

*Location of capitals and governments in different countries  

*How landforms affect people in different places  
 

 
 
 

What Presidents Do with This Information:  
 

 

*Make decisions about the United States' role in helping other  

countries when disasters hit  

*Meet with leaders of other countries about issues that affect  

their countries  

*Make decisions about how the United States could work with  

other countries about the economy.  
 

 
 
 

How Presidents Show What They Know:  
 

 

*Talk to appropriate leaders of other countries about issues 
affecting that part of the world, and the United States.  

*Share information with the media about decisions, events, etc.  



Why does geography matter?  
Where people live affects how they live -  

this basic geographic understanding holds  

true for any number of situations. It also  

allows us to understand the impact of place 

and location on people's lives. To take this a  

step farther, for a world leader, like the  

President of the United States, having a basic  

understanding of the world's geography  

allows him/her to connect the dots between  

current events and potential consequences for 

people in the places where those events occur.  

Think about weather as a basic example.  

For citizens of the United States, an  

earthquake in the Arizona desert might be a 

ten-second blip on an evening newscast. It is 

an interesting phenomenon, but of no great  

concern to the vast majority of the population.  

An earthquake in downtown Los Angeles, on  

the other hand, is a massive catastrophe in the  

making, affecting the lives of millions of 

people. What's the difference? Geography.  

For the President of the United States,  

knowing the geography of an event is essential to 

proper decision-making. A potential health crisis  

can be averted if infrastructure is in place to  

provide needed supplies - in the U.S. or around  

the world. Armed conflicts can sometimes be  

avoided if the disputing parties can be separated  

(geographically) long enough for peace  

negotiators to intervene. As Commander in Chief  

of the armed forces, the President must also be  

aware of changing military tactics within a  

geographical context. The current wars in Iraq  

and Afghanistan prove again that geography can  

be as important a factor in military success as 

weaponry.  

President Carter faced issues like these as  

President, and continues to tackle many similar  

issues as part of the Carter Center. For him,  

knowledge of geography is essential. For all global  

citizens, knowing where our neighbors live, and 

how that location affects their lives, is essential.  
 
 
 
 
 

Pictured to the left is the  

Museum's exhibit sharing one  

month of First Lady Rosalyn  

Carter's personal schedule, and a 
page from her daily agenda.  
 

Students can see that Mrs. 
Carter's daily schedule also  
required a great deal of  

knowledge about the world and 

ongoing current events.  
 
 

Helpful Links:  

~Search President Carter's Daily Diary by selecting a year, and then a month and date from the  

calendar, or search by keyword: http://www.jimmycarterlibrary.gov/documents/diary/index.phtml.  
 

~Description of President Carter's Presidency at the White House website: 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/about/presidents/jimmycarter. 

http://www.jimmycarterlibrary.gov/documents/diary/index.phtml
http://www.whitehouse.gov/about/presidents/jimmycarter


 


